Your new Estes SANDHAWK kit is a single stage "D" engine powered model capable of being flown with "B" or "C" engines in an EM-2050 adapter, and is intended for serious scale competition work.

It is approximately 1/10 full size, and incorporating finely molded detail in the plastic components, can be built up into a top quality scale model.

The full size SANDHAWK is a single stage solid propellant sounding rocket developed for upper atmosphere research experiments. It is fitted with a Thiokol TE-M-473 solid propellant motor developing 25,000 lb. thrust for 15 seconds. At burnout, the vehicle is 10 miles high, traveling at 6,000 ft/second, and coasts to an apogee of 100 miles. The payload is returned to earth by parachute.

The 13 inch diameter SANDHAWK weighs 1820 lbs. at lift-off, and with fully instrumented payloads costs $55,000.00.

NOTE: Antennas: Set is composed of seven antennas plus spares for your convenience. You will find up to 14 in the set, however, you will only need 7 to complete the model.
**MAIN ASSEMBLY**

1. Build motor mount assembly; see sketch showing ring position. Use a tail section half to check positioning. Pre-cement ring edges.

2. Mark body tube with single line for launch lugs. Pre-cement one end. Attach large shock cord to inside of other end as shown.

3. Cement both tail section halves onto motor mount assembly. Tape and leave to dry thoroughly.

4. Cement both nose cone halves and payload section halves together. Tape and leave to dry thoroughly.

5. Assemble antenna drilling and mounting jig from remainder of diecut parts on card #TA-51.

6. Glue body tube to tail section, using white glue on paper to paper joints but plastic cement on all plastic to plastic or paper joints: on these joints, make sure paper has been pre-cemented with plastic cement. Align launch lug line between fins with molded launch lug on tail section. Glue on launch lugs.

7. **ANTENNAS:** Decide at this stage whether you wish to use the semi-scale plastic antennas or make scale antennas from the music wire provided in the kit. The semi-scale plastic antennas are simply cemented on prior to painting. See diagram showing positioning of Type "A" and "B" antennas on payload section. If you wish to use the wire antennas proceed as follows:

   Tape antenna jig to payload section as shown so that points of triangular templates rest on circular antenna position marks. Using jig to line up, drill six holes at correct angle with #65 (or 1/32") drill bit. Make up seven antennas with wire provided to full size pattern shown. Two type "A" and one "B" antenna are glued into the holes in each payload section half as shown, using Epoxy glue. **DO NOT ATTEMPT TO USE ANY OTHER TYPE OF ADHESIVE ON THESE JOINTS.** The jig is now used to locate the antennas in exactly the right position at the right angle while the epoxy is curing. Remove jig very carefully when epoxy glue is fully cured, cutting the card away if necessary between the antennas. Cut out one segment of the jig, tape to the tail section with the point on the position mark for the "C" type antenna. Drill out as before and epoxy the type "C" antenna in place.

8. Trim off all molding or cementing flash from fins and assembled tail section. Ensure that fins fit snugly to tail section. Cement each fin in place, taping carefully in place until quite dry. Make sure perfect alignment is maintained during drying; support the body tube during this period in a vertical position.

9. Assemble parachutes as shown. Attach large 18" diometer parachute to main rocket shock cord. Attach small shock cord to molded loop on base of payload section. Fit small 12" parachute to this shock cord. Assemble rocket and prepare for painting.
FINISHING AND PAINTING

Carefully study paint scheme, noting the difference between the matte finished and gloss finished surfaces: note the following sequence of coats.

a. Apply LIGHT tones first: Gloss white spray entire payload section and nose cone, including antennas; matte white spray entire remainder of rocket INCLUDING boby tube. This will ensure an even appearance to final color coat. LET DRY THOROUGHLY.

b. Mask off all areas that are finally to appear white, whether gloss or matte, and spray the body tube matte red. Apply a base coat of silver to the payload section band that is finally to appear metallic green. LET DRY THOROUGHLY.

c. Spray the "metallic green" area with transparent candy green over the silver base. LET DRY THOROUGHLY.

d. On main rocket body, mask off all areas that are to appear matte red (over existing "white" masking - do not remove this.) Spray remainder matte black. LET DRY THOROUGHLY.

e. Apply further masking to expose only GLOSS black portions: rocket nozzle section, fin support band and band on payload section. Spray gloss black. LET DRY THOROUGHLY.

f. Remove all masking: clean and touch up any small imperfections with a very fine brush. By hand, paint the screw heads and rivet detail on the tail section gold, using either a toothpick or a very fine brush.

COUNTDOWN CHECKLIST

☐ 12 Pack desired payload, if any, into payload section of SANDHAWK and lock on bayonet fitting nose cone.

☐ 11 Pack six to eight squares of flameproof wadding into the body tube. Fold and pack main parachute into body tube, followed by payload parachute. Insert payload section and nose cone into body tube.

☐ 10 Insert igniter into selected engine and install engine in SANDHAWK (with EM-2050 adapter if you are not using a "D" engine).

☐ 9 Disam launch panel and place SANDHAWK on the launcher.

☐ 8 Clean the micro-clips and attach them to the igniter.

☐ 7 Clear the launch area.

☐ 6 Arm the launch panel.

☐ 5 ☐ 4 ☐ 3 ☐ 2 ☐ 1

LAUNCH!

RECOMMENDED ENGINES:

B-4-2} WITH EM-2050
C-6-3} ADAPTER

D-13-5

A SUBSIDIARY OF DAMON

ESTES INDUSTRIES
BOX 227, PENROSE, COLO. 81240
Semi-Scale Sandhawk

- Sounding Rocket Vehicle
- "D" Powered
- Highly Detailed, Super Scale Model
- Plastic Payload, Nose Cone, & Fins
- Over 30 inches Tall

Skill Level 2

Beginner Intermediate Craftsman Advanced Expert

Specifications
- Length: 30.1" (76.3 cm.)
- Weight: 5 oz. (14.2 g.)
- Body Dia.: 1.305" (33.7 mm.)
- Parachute Recovery

Recommended Engines
- 84.2, 96.2, D12-S
- Use D12-S for First Flights. Use E30-2010 adapter for other than "D" engines (adapter not included)

K-61
F1231

Ester Industries
Avondale, Ohio, U.S.A.